
Tutorial: Lighter Than Air Peasant Top 

It's still really warm here. It is, after all, early 

August in North Carolina, and I'm not 

complaining; if I wanted cool weather, I'd live in 

a different part of the country. But my mind has 

been wandering more frequently to the quickly-

approaching end of summer, when I'll go back to 

school and will have to wear more subdued, 

school-appropriate clothing, and fewer strappy 

dresses and summery frocks. Determined, 

however, that "professional" doesn't have to mean 

"boring," I wanted to come up with something 

that I could wear now (when it's hot and I'm more 

casual) and then (when it's cooler and I have to 

look more..with-it). So I came up with The 

Lighter Than Air Peasant Top. 

 

 

It's made from an upcycled t-shirt, so it's cheap, eco-

friendly, and comfortable. Plus, the options are endless, 

which means you can make it all yours. Here's how you 

do it! 

Materials Needed: 

 upcycled man's t-shirt (I used a size L)  

 1/4" elastic, in a length to be determined (I used 

about 29", which let the top have a gather of about 

1/2 of the original shirt size when all was said and 

done) 

 safety pin 

 coordinating thread 

 sewing machine 

Time required: 1-2 hours 

Just like with the Heat 

Wave Halter, I've given 

instructions for optional 

or alternative steps, so you can pick and choose to make the kind of shirt that's 

ideal for you, based on your preferences and the amount of time you have to 

spend on the project. 

What to do: 

 

Step 1: 
Start with a t-shirt that's about 2 sizes too big for you. 

 

Tip: This would even work with a printed t-shirt, so it's a great project to give 

new life to one of your husband's old tees...as long as you love it and it's not 
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really gross from yard work and other Manly Responsibilities, as most of my husband's are. If you don't have a 

shirt big enough to use, it's time to hit the thrift store, where the selection is huge. Huge. A long-sleeved shirt 

would make a great alternative for cooler, winter weather; you could make 3/4-length sleeves. 

 

Step 2: 

 
With chalk (you can kind of see the light-purple chalk line in the picture above), draw a chalk arc right below 

the neck of your shirt, extending about 2"-3" down on the shoulder on each side. Cut off this top part. 

 

Step 3: 
Cut off the edges of the sleeves, right inside of 

the existing stitching lines. Do the same thing on 

the bottom hem of the shirt, being sure that you 

DON'T cut into the stitching, especially on the 

bottom tube. Set these aside, as you'll use them 

later. 

 

When you're through with these steps, your shirt 

will look like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4: 
Cut a vertical 3-inch slit at the top of the neckline of your  

shirt. We'll work more on this later.  
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Step 5: 
This next step is fun. It's magic, like shirring ;-). On the hem, 

sleeves, and collar, which are all cut, raw edges now after you 

sliced them off, you're going to make them into lettuce edges. 

Basically you're going to make them a little ruffly and finish them 

at the same time. So set your machine for a normal zig zag stitch, 

normal stitch length and width with regular tension, stretch the 

fabric gently as you feed it through the machine. When the needle 

comes down on the left, it will land on the fabric, and when it 

comes down on the right, it will land just off of the fabric. Do this 

on all of those edges. When you're done, the edges will be a little 

ruffly (bonus: when you wash your shirt, those edges will be less 

likely to roll). Be sure not to sew over that slit in the front. We want 

that little gap for later. 

 

Step 6: 
 

Take what was 

once the waistband, 

which you cut off 

earlier. Cut open 

the loop, so it is 

now one long piece 

of fabric (but don't cut through those existing stitches that 

actually make it a long tube of fabric). Iron it so that the raw 

edge (the edge that you cut) is on the bottom, and you have a 

smooth tube on top. It's hard to see in the picture, but basically 

you'll have a smooth casing, with the sewn/cut edge ironed on the bottom. 

 

Step 7: 
Stretch this tube gently so that it fits all the way around 

the neckline of your shirt, and pin it down on the 

outside of the shirt, about 1/2" from your newly-ruffled 

top edge of your shirt. 

 

Edge stitch down both sides of your tube to attach it to 

your shirt. This will be the casing for your elastic. 

 

Step 8:  
Using a safety pin, thread your elastic through this 
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casing. My elastic was about 29" long, or the width of the front of my shirt from shoulder to shoulder. This was 

a great length for me and it gathered the shirt just enough, but you might want to play around with the 

measurement to get a length you like. Sew each end of the elastic down at the edge of the slit you cut in step 4. 

 

Tip: don't let it slip all the way through the casing, or 

you'll lose the ends of the elastic and have to fish for 

it with a safety pin and you'll poke yourself and get 

blood all over your newly-created shirt. Not that I 

know anything about that. Or that I did that here. But 

it could happen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 9: 
Take the arm bands that you cut off and cut off the stitching line. Cut open the tube so you have one longer 

piece of fabric, stretch it gently, and tie a small knot close to the end of each of them. 

 
 

 

Step 10:  
Using a zig zag stitch, sew one of these strips to each side of that slit in the front, just under (or just in or even 

on top of, if you don't have room otherwise) the casing. They will be ties for the front of the shirt. 

 

You're done! 
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You might want to adjust the length when you're done. If you do, just cut off the shirt and re-ruffle it, the way 

you did in step 5. 

 

 

Another one done! 
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